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Burnham Marcket Posiners .

In the small market town of Burnham 
Market in the 1830s, three families lived 
side by side Frances and James Billing, 
next door was Mary and Peter Taylor, 
and next door to them were Robert and 
Catherine Frary.  Peter and Frances were 
having an affair and James found out 
about it, catching them in the act not 
once, but twice, once in the shared privy. 
According to village gossip, Catherine, 
40, was also playing away, having an af-
fair with an unknown man by the name 
of Mr Gridley. 

The illicit goings on in both Franc-
es and Catherine’s households was of 

great interest in a small village. By 1835, both Frances and Catherine had 
earned themselves reputations as loose women, the latter said to be devoted to 
“drugs, charms and conjurations” who associated with witches and believed in 
magic.

The women started to unravel and leading them to a plot to poison their hus-
bands. What the villagers thought initially to be cholera in the water turned to 
suspected foul play by Catherine and Frances, not only did they poison their 
husbands but also a child from the village.

It became national news. Female killers were few and far between, let alone 
serial killers. The case was reported on in all major newspapers and even in 
the American press. Frances and Catherine were committed for trial and found 
guilty, Three days later, the women were executed in front of Norwich castle 
and a crowd that had gathered from miles around and which was dispropor-
tionately female

The fear and shock following this tragedy caused the houses of Faray and 
Billing to be abandoned, as if the ground they were on was infected with poi-
son too.



Catherine Faray and Frances Billing, two women with reputations poisoned by local gos-
sip, though there awent on to commit the murder by poison of their husbands and a child from the 

183 years later, the very same pharmacy they purchased the poison from closed with 
no one able to take ownership, due to astronomical rises in house prices (driven by sec-
ond home owners). Villagers reacted by erecting a fake English heritage sign that reads, 

‘The Pharmacy 1830-2019 Burnham Market; a dying village, poisoned by wealth. Finally dispensed 



Possible Location Cottages PharmacyNorth StreetHost Arms

Burnham Market .



Marshland .



The marshland is a transitional place, in constant movement, I draw the 
tides cyclical nature and the marshes importance to the local community .



Playing with the idea of place, abstracting the land
Psychedelic? Distorting?

Feeds to the duel sides of the marshland, known and un-
known





Aboriginal culture is the oldest in the world. Like many indigenous cultures, with its many varied 
beliefs, there is an immense appreciation of the land - which is thought of as sacred. Aboriginal story 
systems and Songlines imbue Country with meaning. Going beyond this, as nomadic people the 
land, and as such the world, was brought into being by their ancestors walking though the dream-
time singing the world into existence. Through stories that we learn the truth about the world. 



Harry Cory Wright .

Harrys line drawings evoke 
a sense of place and mo-
ment. Their simplicity ac-
tually draws on great de-
tail of shape, making then 
so recognizable to local 
people who know those 
particular sand dunes.

In Aboriginal Songlines 
sometimes the pitch of the 
song will be the same as the 
shape of the land-scape, 
giving a shared under-
standing of a route to some-
one from a different tribe 
with a different language. 
While this demonstrates 
shared culture of land on a 
macro scale, Harry demon-
strates shared culture of 
the land on a micro scale.



Materials Of The Marsh .



Marram Grass .

Marram Grass has been traditionally used by seaside 
communities for years until its ban. The grass roots 
hold the dunes together giving it a symbiotic relation-
ship to land and people, until it was over harvested.



Seaweed .



MUD .



“Mud is motion, and water is time.”



Death Mask .





In To The Marsh ..



Putting my work back into the marsh, let I be a part of the cycle of the place. Anthropomor-
phizing the marsh, forming it into stories of the community and then putting it back into the lands 
gives the mud its own narrative and the story continues with the marsh taking over as protagonist.





Marsh Textures .



Lovers of Valdaro . Bog bodies . Pompeii .
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